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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
New Printing Technology Enables us to Print on Any 3D Object
Hydroprinting uses a painted design called film and the pressure of hot water to work. Customers can send us
anything they want to be printed, we usually get items such as gun stocks, car parts, alloy wheels, games consoles,
football boots, table tops for restaurants, candles, to name just a few. We also offer bespoke car interior design.
Hydroprinting is a very exciting new technology that enables us to overcome the restrictions of current printing
techniques. We are the most, well established and leading companies in the UK offering such a unique product to
trade and the general public.
Once we receive parts on site, we prepare them for the water process which involves; stripping, keying and then
priming. If appropriate, we will also base coat the customers' item in a paint of their choice, most popular paints are
candy, pearlescent and flip. We then lay a clear plastic type film in our special water tank and spray it with "activator".
The activator works as a paint thinner. Its job is to soften the painted film in our special water tank regulated at a
certain temperature, giving it the ability to stick to the object. The substance is also a plasticise, which adheres and
strengthen the bond between the film with the surface of the object. We offer an unlimited choice of paint colours and
styles and also offer over 700 patterns which you can view on our website.
To learn more about this exciting and new technology, please take a look at our
website http://prestigecustomcoatings.co.uk or call on 01942 461044
Prestige Custom Coatings Ltd – Founded in 2014 and managed to establish 200 returning clients. Major works
include:
-

Sponsorship for Keith Farmer – British Superstock 1000 Champion

-

Serving the UK and international markets including trade and the general public/private individuals.
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